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is america big enough to go big again? | jim hightower
The commonwealth was once the epicenter of executions. Now the first former Confederate state has abandoned the practice. How a small group of activists helped turn the tide against capital punishment

rulers of evil by f
Sky News host Cory Bernardi says "it's hardly a coincidence" you hear political leaders all over the world parrot the mantra "build back better". "You may have heard about the Great Reset; that's the

how virginia’s death penalty finally ended
It is Jesus Himself who told the rich young ruler, “No one is good — except God alone” (Mark 10). Jesus told His dedicated disciples, “If you, then, though you are evil, know how to give good gifts”

'hardly a coincidence' political leaders all over the world parrot 'build back better' mantra
Day. But last year’s lockdowns overshadowed the anniversary of Germany’s surrender (May 8, 1945). This year offers a golden opportunity to

twisted religious construct
Instead, we saw only a handful of Republican leaders call it out while most of the remaining 262 GOP members of the House and Senate remained dangerously silent -- similar to the muted response

lange: nuremberg principles, natural law as important today as 75 years ago
But Pennsylvania’s government is unique in continually forcing residents to root for incompetence as a lesser evil than corruption county judges, senior leaders of both parties in the

it's not enough to cancel marjorie taylor greene's 'america first' caucus
Amid rising tensions that threaten to disrupt the legislative session in its third week, Gov. John Bel Edwards said Thursday that controversy surrounding House Education Committee Chairman Ray Garofal

taxpayers left to root for incompetence
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops will vote in June whether to make the official stance against pro-abortion politicians

john bel edwards: comment on 'the good' of slavery is 'egregious enough' to remove education chair
“Let us pray that through the revelation of so much pain and sadness, that God strengthens us to cleanse our land of the evil of racism Bishop John Stowe, O.F.M. Conv.,

u.s. bishops may urge joe biden to be barred from communion due to his support for abortion
Scott Morrison has proposed the misuse of social media could be the work of “the evil one”, instructing following numerous non-evangelical Christian leaders including John Howard, Tony

catholic church leaders react to derek chauvin verdict in killing of george floyd
these Black business leaders are embodying the best of America's history of civil rights advocacy. Dr. King famously defined moral silence in the face of great evil as a kind of public and

social media is work of ‘evil one’, says scott morrison
Mythic Quest Season 2 is an Apple TV+ comedy show about a video game studio that explores how game creators can find inspiration.

black power in the boardroom is leading the fight for justice
If the cost of entry into Republican politics is that you have to pretend to buy into lies, then I don’t want to do that.” Wood’s anti-Trump stance won him national media attention and the endorsement

mythic quest season 2 shows how game creators can find inspiration
but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the (spiritual realm).” Satan divides Americans.

what the republican party needs vs. what it wants
Our struggle is “not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world, and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly

minister's column: what have we learned?
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Leaders of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints decried abortion as evil and issued another plea for members to combat prejudice and racism

lynn jones: christians need all the protection we can get
Welcome to the 9News.com.au live blog for Tuesday, April 27, 2021. Australia is expected to ban all flights from India amid a surge of cases in the country. WA's snap lockdown has ended as planned

mormon leaders decry abortion as evil, call out racism
Immediately after Landon Copeland was taken off mute, he screamed, “I am going to tell the truth.” He then launched into a tirade.

live breaking news: australia to consider india flights ban; wa coronavirus lockdown ends; pm warns social media can be 'used by the evil one'
Obama cited the diplomacy of late presidents John F. Kennedy and Ronald Reagan, who engaged the Soviet Union even as he called it the "evil empire not meet with such leaders in her first

capitol riot hearings: profane outbursts, claim of fox news addiction
The evil in this country is worse than the time Many of our “illustrious” so called leaders are pushing for euthanasia. Which means no human being in our country is safe from government

clinton, obama in war of words over 'rogue leaders'
VP Walter Mondale with President Jimmy Carter, 1979. Walter F. Mondale transformed the American vice presidency. Converting that disparaged position into the true second office of the land was an

letter: evil is trying to take over lives
OTTAWA - The chief of staff to Alexei Navalny, the imprisoned critic of the Russian president, is calling on Ottawa to impose new sanctions on those who he described as

walter f. mondale and the creation of the new vice presidency
these Black business leaders are embodying the best of America’s history of civil rights advocacy. Dr. King famously defined moral silence in the face of great evil as a kind of public and

canada must sanction vladimir putin's oligarchs: alexei navalny's chief of staff
The PM has told a Christian conference that he and his wife Jenny have been called upon to do ‘God’s work’, also saying social media was ‘evil’. Prime Minister Scott Morrison has told

black power in the boardroom is leading the fight for justice
Participants in the timely colloquium were drawn from among Ekpeye traditional rulers and chiefs’ council who made presentations were Chilotu F. George, who spoke on the topic “Rule

scott morrison calls social media ‘the work of the devil’ during christian convention on gold coast
This is a bitter medicine, but the gravity of the evil of abortion can sometimes warrant it’ Archbishop writes in 17-page letter

foundation tasks ekpeye youths on peaceful co-existence
While many church leaders such as Pope Francis and prominent alleging it is “in the hands of evil.” Such prophetic language centered on the vaccine, “is definitely something that

pelosi’s archbishop calls for high-profile catholics to be denied communion if they back abortion
“Technology can also be used for evil.” Farina and Whiteman are not just talking about addiction to screen time that can affect social behavior, concentration, and sleep patterns. They also

officials grapple with coronavirus vaccine hesitancy among latino evangelicals
When U.S. Catholic bishops hold their next national meeting in June, they’ll be deciding whether to send a tougher-than-ever message to President Joe Biden and other Catholic politicians: Don’t

law enforcement warn parents and kids about internet dangers
John F. Kennedy’s moonshot; and Lyndon Johnson’s anti-poverty and civil rights achievements. It’s only during the last 40 years, since Ronald Reagan’s “government is evil” demagoguery

us catholic bishops may press biden to stop taking communion
Summertime means terror training summer camps for tens of thousands of youth in Gaza aged as young as 14, but one outspoken psychoanalyst in Gaza has stated the

jim hightower: is america big enough to go big again?
Joseph McCarthy and a series of messages that read "Where did the f-----s Put My Head "If you care what I think it's evil upon you. If you care what you think you are sick."

gaza psychoanalyst: terror 'camps' kill childhood
Ahead of the Poway shooting’s second anniversary, nearly 600 American city leaders, Vaus and Peduto We were dealing with the deepest level of evil and that was the reality.”

protest of sign with homophobic slur held saturday in appleton
Throughout history, the extreme desire for power has resulted in tyrannical leaders, repressive governments That and other reasons are explained by Leon F. Seltzer, Ph.D. in his May 1, 2020,

in poway and pittsburgh, mayors join fight against hate after synagogue attacks
“Mr. Stevens must be considered the Evil Genius of the Republican Party.” The New York Herald added, in 1868, that Stevens could be compared to the leaders of the French Revolution, displaying

nash column: lust for power a pervasive evil
In a 17-page pastoral letter, the Most Reverend Salvatore Cordileone wrote: “Because we are dealing with public figures and public examples of cooperation in moral evil, this correction can also

“the danton, robespierre, and marat of america, all rolled into one”: a new biography of antislavery leader thaddeus stevens
Saturday’s interfaith vigil drew a contingent of politicians and religious leaders of various faiths their appearance or their ethnicity by evil and wicked forces here in our country.

pelosi’s archbishop calls for high-profile catholics to be denied communion if they back abortion
The Associated Press reported on Thursday that religious leaders at the annual U.S. Conference Biden's stance on abortion is "a grave moral evil." Biden is the second Catholic to ever become
u.s. bishops may urge joe biden to be barred from communion due to his support for abortion
John F. Kennedy's moonshot; and Lyndon Johnson's anti-poverty and civil rights achievements. It's only during the last 40 years, since Ronald Reagan's "government is evil" demagoguery, that our
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